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IRIS Release Notes 
5.7.0.4 – Released 9/26/2019 

 

 
 

Pre-Arrival  

Description                                                                                       Type Ticket 

Interest and AOR Pre-Case Notes 
 
The user interface has been revised for the Interest and AOR 
pre-case notes to be consistent with the RP and MG case 
notes.  Changes include the following: 
 
▪ The ability for the affiliate to add Interest and AOR pre-case 

notes. ***Note:  This feature can be turned off from the 
“Admin Configuration” module.*** 

▪ The ability for the Affiliate or RA to attach documents 
without the need to save the case note first. 

▪ New dashboard notification for Interest case notes “New 
Interest Pre-Case Notes” under Pre-Case Processing. 

Enhancement 224906 

AOR Letter Import (DNA, RAVU & Discrepancy) 
 
The AOR Letter Import process has been changed.  Instead of 
creating a Pre-Case Note and attaching the letter there, IRIS 
will now add the letter to the appropriate Stage via an 
attachment to an Activity.  That action will trigger a dashboard 
notification to the affiliate to make them aware of, and require 
acknowledgement of, the newly imported letter. 

Enhancement 223680 

AOR Lautenberg Supplemental Information 
 
Modified the printable Lautenberg AOR to include a 
supplemental section for US Tie former spouses. 

Enhancement 224401 

AOR Principal Beneficiary Tab 
 
Entering too many characters in name or address fields caused 
an error. The following fields now have enforced character 
limits: 
 
First Name 
Middle Name 
Last Name 
City 
Street 
City 
State/Province 

Bug 225539 

AOR Lautenberg display issue 
 
Corrected a caching issue where data that was entered on the 
US Tie screen was not visible upon saving, even though it was 
actually saved and stored in the database. 

Bug 224571 

Co-Sponsors Added or Modified dashboard notification 
change 
 

Enhancement 224226 
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Pre-Arrival  

Description                                                                                       Type Ticket 

Changed the “Co-Sponsors Added or Modified” dashboard 
notification to exclude cases once they have been arrived for 
more than 60 days since those cases do not require 
reassurance. 

AOR Status Issue 
 
Fixed issue that was introduced when we went live with IRIS 
v.5.6.1, in which release we create an “Update Info” row in the 
AOR History grid on the Status screen when a case is 
transferred to another affiliate.  The bug was that if you closed 
the AOR and then reopened it, IRIS was erroneously setting 
the Status of the AOR to “Updated Info,” which is only a 
placeholder and not a status at all.  This issue has been 
resolved. IRIS will now skip over any Update Info rows in the 
AOR History grid and reset the status to the last valid status 
that the AOR was in.  

Bug 226627 

 
 

Post-Arrival  

Description                                                                                       Type Ticket 

New R&P Period Report Email Notification 
 
Two new notifications to affiliate users. (1) R&P Period Report 
Overdue and (2) R&P Period Report Corrections Needed email 
notifications. 

Enhancement 224100 

R&P Period Report Validation  
 
For both the case and individual R&P Period Report the 
“Verified by Case worker to be complete” checkbox is now a 
required field when the report is in status ‘Corrections Needed’. 

Enhancement 224098 

R&P Period Report SSN Entry 
 
The SSN field is displayed in a manner consistent with the rest 
of the form so that it is more prominent. 

Enhancement 224098 

R&P Period Report “Is minor enrolled …” 
 
For this question, removed the N/A option for minors. When 
“No” is selected, display a check box list of reasons for “No”. 

Enhancement 224098 

R&P Period Report “Adult enrolled …” 
 
For this question, removed the NA option for adults. Add two 
new choices for 5. a. 

Enhancement 224098 

R&P Period Report “Enrolled in On-going Services” 
 
If the report is for a minor, then display a warning message to 
minimize incorrectly selecting “employment services” for 
minors. 

Enhancement 224098 

Redesign Main R&P Period Report Screen 
 
Update to make accessing the R&P case report more intuitive. 

Enhancement 224097 

Update Label on R&P Payment Receipt Summary 
 
In the “R&P Payment Receipt Summary” table, change label 
from “Check #” to “Payment Type”.  

Enhancement 224096 
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Post-Arrival  

Description                                                                                       Type Ticket 

Zip Code County Name Lookup 
 
To improve accuracy of the county and prevent misspelling 
when entering addresses, the county name and the state will 
be determined by IRIS from the zip code entered by the user. 

Enhancement 223572 

 
 

Reports  

Description                                                                                       Type Ticket 

Arrivals and MG Enrollments by Affiliate and Site 
 
A new standard report is added to the “Arrivals” section to track 
refugee arrivals and MG enrollments by fiscal or calendar year.  

Enhancement 224917 

Custom Report Dashboards 
 
Fixed a bug preventing the creation or editing of custom report 
dashboards. 

Bug 226121 

 
 

Administration  

Description                                                                                       Type Ticket 

New User Invitation 
 
Corrected an error that occurs if over 20 characters are entered 
in the “phone number” field. 

Bug 225428 

Error Email 
 
Fixed issue with email notification to system administrators 
when there are custom report errors. Unnecessary emails were 
being sent. 

Bug 225872 

Case Note Data Clean-up 
 
A process has been created to permanently remove “null” pre 
and post case note records from the database using a 
scheduled task. The null records occur when the user decides 
not to save a case note.  This is a clean-up process to remove 
empty records. 

Bug 225290 

Case Note Print Function 
 
The print PDF is displaying “No” in column Interpretation 
Provided when the question was left blank. The update will 
display a blank in that column rather than “No”. 

Bug 226444 

 


